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One of the single best ways to protect your information and your
privacy is to encrypt your data – so, why do companies make it
so hard to use?

As a thought-leader and innovator in cybersecurity and encryption we wanted to build a platform that
answers the question above. With that in mind, we only had two primary goals for our SCIFCOM Encryption-as-a-Service Portal:
GOAL #1
• Make it simple for people to begin using encryption so they’ll get comfortable
using it all the time.

Congratulations!

• No downloading a large software package, navigating complicated installation
menus or having to learn another new application, just to accomplish a simple task.

You have successfully
created a individual account

GOAL #2
• Make all of our patented, cutting-edge encryption, key distribution, and authentication
technologies available to everyone who wants to protect their information and their
privacy from cyberattacks.
• Until now, protection this strong would typically be reserved for only the very largest
organizations or governments - we’ve made it available to the general public.

IT’S SO EASY TO GET STARTED…
• STEP1: Sign up for an account with your First Name, Last Name, Email, Password
• STEP2: Choose your plan: Free, Individual, or Enterprise. That’s it.

AES 256-bit

PKMS2 387-bit

XOTIC 512-bit

WHAT SCIFCOM CAN DO FOR YOU
XFA MAIL
Protect your email and your integrity. XFA is a weightless, no hassle patented
email security solution that installs as a simple plug-in that works with your existing existing email client. In minutes, you can add maximum security encryption
for complete peace of mind.
Protect Your organization’s sensitive emails and attachments to ensure the
confidentiality, authenticity, and integrity of your emails while eliminating the
threat of phishing - still the number one cause of malware, virus and ransomeware
ENCRYPT FILE
Shield your sensitive files from hackers or unauthorized parties
using the strongest available encryption technology.
Users can control the encryption strength by choosing between
AES256, PKMS2, or our patented next generation XOTIC encryption
to securely share files encrypted with unique keys for each
recipient.

XOTIC
Next Generation
Encryption

SEND FILE
Protect your files in transit. Encrypt and share files with anyone
with no additional software to install. SCIFCOM offers the strongest
enhanced encryption file security product available to consumers.
We use one-time pad (OTP) encryption to secure files from manin-the-middle and Wi-Fi sniffing attacks. Feel secure knowing that
your email will get to your intended recipient without being
compromised.

2 of 4 files Upladed(50% done)

Approx 3 min Remaining

CANCEL

SUBROSA SANDBOX
Improve your site or application’s user experience by replacing
passwords or adding a 2nd authentication factor using
SUBROSA. At SCIFCOM, developers and users can trial and play
with the functionality of SUBROSA in an easy to use Sandbox environment.
SUBROSA’s patented photo/digital image-based authentication and encrypted key generation software is far
more secure than PINS or user-generated passwords and the user experience is greatly enhanced when their
login can be customized by them. Even the minimum selection of just 4 tiles produces a 65,000+ character
encrypted password.

To schedule a Q-Box product demonstration, contact sales@securechannels.com

